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A B S T R A C T   

Propeller body-force model is a low-cost tool for numerical simulation of the ship self-propulsion test compared 
with discretized propeller model. As one of the most traditional theories of propeller model, Blade Element 
Momentum Theory (BEMT) has been proved to have considerable application potential with stability and ac-
curacy. However, it’s still hard for BEMT to keep accuracy in a relatively large range of working conditions due 
to unproved prior assumptions, which limits the application of BEMT in complex inflow conditions like ship self- 
propulsion. In the application of BEMT, the calculation method of Angle of Attack (AOA) has a great influence on 
the accuracy. In this paper, an "Agent Actuating Disk (AAD)" method is proposed to determine the AOA. AAD- 
BEMT method uses AAD to obtain the relationship between local velocity and inflow velocity so that the AOA 
can be defined by geometric Angle of Attack. This consideration avoids the inaccuracy of determining AOA by 
local velocity from discretized propeller flow field. The KP505 propeller open-water test is chosen to verify the 
accuracy of the proposed AAD-BEMT method. Then the numerical simulation of a KRISO Container Ship (KCS) 
self-propulsion test (Fr = 0.26) is carried out to investigate the performance of the AAD-BEMT body-force model 
as well as other different propeller models when dealing with non-uniform ship’s wake. The open-water curve, 
propeller load distribution, and self-propulsion factor are presented and compared with the available experi-
mental data. The results show that the predicted load distribution is accurate. In addition, not only the thrust and 
torque of the AAD-BEMT model can have a stable accuracy in a wide operating condition, but also the wake 
agrees well with the experimental result, which means that the proposed AAD-BEMT model can economically 
and accurately simulate the momentum transport of propeller under complex hull-propeller interaction 
condition.   

1. Introduction 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been widely used in the 
research field of ship hydrodynamics. By solving governing equations in 
the fluid domains with complex geometry, CFD methods have the 
advantage in obtaining the hydrodynamic information of marine 
structures over using expensive experimental equipment. However, it 
still needs a large amount of computational resources for some complex 
hydrodynamic problems, such as hull-propeller interactions. The com-
plex geometrical structure of a propeller requires almost the same 
number of mesh elements as that of a ship hull (Shen et al., 2015), and 
the large mesh distortion limits the time-step, which is very unfavorable 
for the simulation of a long period of a ship self-propulsion test. 

It is a general idea to reduce the simulation cost of complex 

structures interacting with each other by setting the source term force 
field instead of the discretization of complex geometries, such as the 
immersed-boundary method (Posa and Broglia, 2019) or centripetal 
force model (Yu and Wang, 2020; Liu et al., 2021). The body-force 
method introduces the force source term into the flow field numeri-
cally and does not need to generate the propeller mesh. This is a popular 
research idea to deal with the interaction between complex structures 
and ship hulls recently. This method effectively avoids the problem of 
geometrical discontinuity caused by propeller mesh rotation. 

Body-force models can be divided into the descriptive body-force 
models (Hough and Ordway, 1965) and the iterative body-force 
models (Phillips et al., 2009; Benini, 2004). The force distribution of 
the descriptive body-force models are determined before the simulation, 
and the influence of inflow on the propeller performance is not 
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considered. By contrast, the iterative body-force models will update the 
force distribution according to the influence of the flow field on the 
propeller load. 

The earliest descriptive body-force model is the HO model (Hough 
and Ordway, 1965), and it has been widely used in the ship 
self-propulsion test simulation (Zhang, 2010; Kim et al., 2021; Yao et al., 
2021). Based on the HO propeller model and structured grid, Fu et al. 
(2015) carried out the self-propulsion simulation of the KCS ship model 
and deduced the method of calculating propeller inflow velocity by local 
velocity. In recent years, as the CFD simulation method of propeller 
open-water test based on viscous solver is gradually matured, some 
scholars begin to take blade element load obtained from the CFD result 
as the direct input of the descriptive body-force model. Villa et al. (2018, 
2020) studied the propeller-rudder interaction based on the descriptive 
body-force model. In their study, the distribution of body-force was 
obtained from the radial load distribution from the open-water test by 
discretized propeller model. The results showed that the simulation are 
good under the condition of small rudder angles, but the accuracy of the 
descriptive body-force model was decreased when the rudder angle in-
creases to affect the income flow. 

Iterative body-force models, such as the boundary element propeller 
models (Guo et al., 2020), the lift line propeller models (Simonsen and 
Stern, 2005), and the blade element momentum theory models (Benini, 
2004) can deal with non-uniform inflow problems. The accuracy and 
complexity of the traditional blade element momentum theory model 
are in the middle position among different body-force models (Phillips 
et al., 2009). Traditional BEMT has been widely used in marine engi-
neering like propeller design, self-propulsion with hull-propeller inter-
action, and ship maneuverability with hull-propeller-rudder interaction. 
Phillips et al. (2010) conducted rudder-propeller interaction simulation 
based on the Uniform Thrust (UT) distribution model, HO model, and 
BEMT model. The results showed that the BEMT model has the best 
agreement among the three models. It proved that when the blade shape 
is considered, the rotating action of the blade can be ignored, which 
meant by placements the source term representing the blade element in 
the propeller plane, steady-state simulation can be used to replace real 
propeller instantaneous simulation. The same conclusion was reached 
by Ren et al. (2020), which provided the development of wake around 
the rudder. However, these studies did not give the results at different 
advance ratios. Broglia et al. (2013) used HO model, BEMT model, and 
modified HO model to simulate ship maneuverability test, and found 
that although BEMT is better than the traditional HO model, it still has 
an error of around 10% on trajectories and kinematic results, and 
modified HO model with extra side force works better. Phillips et al. 
(2009) studied the influence of rudder angle and drift angle on the 
hull-propeller-rudder system based on BEMT theory, the results showed 
that the data trend of hull force and rudder force was in good agreement 
but the propeller thrust was overestimated. The above research shows 
that BEMT theory can reflect the performance of the discretized pro-
peller to a certain extent, but its accuracy has a large space to improve in 
complex working conditions. 

There are two points of the numerical error in BEMT. One is the 
inaccuracy of the force coefficient of the blade element, and the other is 
the inaccuracy of the Angle of Attack (AOA) of the blade element. For 
the first point, the traditional blade element force coefficient is 
expressed by empirical formulas derived from 2D-airfoil experiments. 
Ortolani et al. (2018) modified the empirical formula of airfoil param-
eters based on the linear cavitation theory and calculated the propeller 
load in the off-design after-ship condition based on the BEMT body-force 
model in oblique flows. They suggested that the trend and magnitude of 
load obtained by BEMT method were the same as those obtained by the 
experiment, but the absolute error was still very high. Benini (2004) 
used BEMT to calculate the open-water data of heavy-load propellers, 
and the blade element force coefficient was obtained by using the airfoil 
analysis program Xfoil based on potential flow theory to calculate the 
lifting/drag coefficient of the discretized propeller blade section. The 

results showed that the error of the BEMT increased greatly when the 
advance ratio velocity was relatively high or low due to the large radial 
flow on the propeller blade. Li et al. (2019) proposed a fitting formula of 
propeller blade element force coefficient based on an empirical formula, 
and obtained the fitting coefficient by regressing blade element perfor-
mance parameters of discretized propeller model. This method has been 
used in the simulation of the ship self-propulsion test in the subsequent 
literature such as Feng et al. (2020,b) and Yu et al. (2021), but there 
were still large errors at higher and lower advance speeds (Yu et al., 
2021). Further, because the three-dimensional viscosity solver does not 
satisfy the ideal fluid theory and the blade element theory of BEMT, the 
traditional BEMT may deviate from the actual situation in solving the 
effective inflow velocity and induct factor iteratively. 

For the second point, there are two ways to define the AOA: effective 
AOA defined by local velocity and geometric AOA defined by inflow 
velocity. On the one hand, the traditional BEMT is based on the geo-
metric AOA, and the model calculates the inflow velocity according to 
iteratively solving the inducing factor based on the ideal fluid hypoth-
esis. In the viscosity solver, the body-force model will produce an error 
because the ideal fluid hypothesis is not satisfied. On the other hand, it is 
difficult to define the blade AOA based on the effective AOA in the 
application of body-force model. Although research progresses have 
been made on extracting the AOA of an airfoil from real turbine struc-
tures by using the 3D CFD flow fields (Shen et al., 2009; Vimalakanthan 
et al., 2018; Melani et al., 2020), all of them focus on wind turbines. No 
relevant research has been found on marine propellers with large area 
ratios yet. Meanwhile, due to the difference between the local velocity of 
the flow field induced by the airfoil and the source term, the local ve-
locity of a body-force model can hardly represent that of an airfoil. 
Yamazaki (1977) proposed to directly use the local velocity of the flow 
field at the position of the blade element to calculate the hydrodynamic 
force, and gave the theoretical formula of blade element lifting/drag 
coefficient. Tokgoz et al. (2014) applied this method to a viscosity solver 
and studied the open-water performance accuracy of the BEMT model 
and an oblique flow state based on the KP505 propeller model. Because 
there is no need to solve the induction factor iteratively, this method 
saves the calculation time and the open-water curve simulation is rela-
tively accurate at a higher advance rate, but the thrust calculation re-
sults become significantly larger at a lower advance than that of a 
discretized propeller model. This model has also been applied to the 
hull-propeller interaction simulation (Win et al., 2013, Naing Win et al., 
2016; Windén et al., 2015). Li et al. (2019), Feng et al. (2020, b) and Yu 
et al. (2021) used the same scheme to deal with local velocity. When 
extracting the performance of the blade element under discretized 
propeller load, Yu et al. (2021) used the average velocity of the annular 
region swept by the blade element in the propeller plane as the local 
velocity of the blade element. However, the representativeness of this 
method has not been proved yet, which may be the reason why the error 
is sensitive to the advance ratio. 

To sum up, direct use of local velocity of the flow field is a way to 
replace iterative solution based on momentum theory, but this will make 
it difficult to define the lifting/drag coefficient of blade element. At least 
the current method cannot satisfy the accuracy in a wide range of 
operating conditions. Due to the non-uniform distribution of advance 
velocity at the propeller plane in the ship self-propulsion test, the body- 
force model with accuracy sensitive to advance velocity cannot fully 
reflect the working state of a propeller. 

In this paper, an improved BEMT body-force model based on Agent 
Actuating Disk (AAD) is proposed. The force coefficient of the blade 
element is calculated based on the pressure and friction integration of 
the blade surface in open-water simulation. The definition of blade AOA 
is based on the geometric AOA, and the relationship between local ve-
locity and incoming velocity is obtained by AAD. To ensure the fitting 
accuracy, the linear interpolation method is used to calculate the force 
coefficient and inflow velocity. In this paper, the KP505 open-water 
simulation is carried out, and the convergence of data is discussed. 
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Then, the accuracy of the improved AAD-BEMT model under the non- 
uniform flow state is verified by KCS ship self-propulsion test, where 
the unstructured overset grid is accounted for ship motion. Three 
different propeller models, i.e., the discretized propeller model based on 
the overset grid method, the traditional descriptive body-force HO 
model, and the improved AAD-BEMT model are used for the ship self- 
propulsion simulation. The radial load distribution and the wake ve-
locity distribution of the propeller are compared and discussed in order 
to focus on the ability of the proposed AAD-BEMT model to reflect the 
discretized propeller momentum transport. 

The framework of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides details of the numerical methods which followed by the calcula-
tion conditions given in Section 3. The numerical results and discussions 
are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 
5. 

2. Numerical methods 

2.1. naoe-FOAM-os-SJTU solver 

In this study, the object in open-water tests by the body-force model 
is only the propeller shaft, so the static grid can meet the simulation 
requirements. For the open-water test by the discretized propeller, ship 
resistance test, and ship self-propulsion test, the inhouse CFD solver 
naoe-FOAM-os-SJTU (Wang et al., 2019) is used. The solver is a viscous 
multiphase flow overset mesh solver, which was developed based on the 
open-source platform OpenFOAM. It includes a six-degree-of-freedom 
motion system, so it is very convenient to handle the rotation of the 
propeller. naoe-FOAM-os-SJTU solver inherits the finite volume method 
and numerical schemes of OpenFOAM and uses the PIMPLE algorithm - 
a combination of Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) 
algorithm and Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations 
(SIMPLE) algorithm - to decouple velocity and pressure. For the 
incompressible viscous fluid, the N–S equation used to solve the flow 
field is given as: 

∇ ⋅ U = 0 (1)  

∂ρU
∂t

+∇ ⋅
(
ρ
(
U − Ug

)
U
)
= − ∇pd − g ⋅ x∇ρ+∇ ⋅

(
μeff∇U

)
+(∇U)

⋅∇μeff + fσ +(fε)i

(2)  

where p is the pressure, ρ is the density, U is the fluid velocity, Ug is the 
grid velocity and g indicates the gravity acceleration; μeff = ρ(ν + νt) is 
the effective viscosity coefficient and pd = p-ρg ⋅ x denotes the dynamic 
pressure. As for the numerical simulation of the propeller open-water 
test, it has not been decided what is the most suitable turbulence 
model yet (Tu, 2019). In this paper, the k-ω shear stress transport (SST) 
model has been used. This turbulence model can activate different 
calculation methods of turbulence parameters based on the variation of 
the distance from the wall surface. Detailed theories and equations can 
be obtained in Menter (1994). (fε)i is the body-force source term, which 
is calculated by the body-force code provided separately in the modified 
solver (Churchfield and Lee, 2013). 

In this paper, a phase fraction method with artificial compression 
(Berberović et al., 2009) is used to capture the evolution of the free 
surface of a ship model during self-propulsion. The transport equation of 
phase fraction is: 

∂α
∂t

+∇ ⋅
[(

U − Ug
)
α
]
+∇ ⋅ [Ur(1 − α)α] = 0 (3) 

α is the phase fraction between 0 and 1. For different values of phase 
fraction, it represents the following meanings: 
⎧
⎨

⎩

α = 0 air
α = 1 water

0 < α < 1 interface
(4) 

In recent years, naoe-FOAM-os-SJTU solver has accumulated more 
and more experience in dealing with ship hydrodynamic problems, such 
as ship resistance (Zha et al., 2014, 2015), ship self-propulsion (Shen 
et al., 2015), ship maneuvering (Wang and Wan, 2018, 2020), and ship 
seakeeping (Shen and Wan, 2013, 2016; Shen et al., 2014). 

2.2. Propeller model 

2.2.1. Discretized propeller model 
The discretized propeller model (DP) is based on the propeller ge-

ometry to generate the propeller boundary grid. By directly considering 
the effect of the geometry boundary on the fluid, most of the flow field 
details can be simulated. The key to the application of the discretized 
propeller model is to deal with the grid motion of propeller geometry. 
Static grids cannot simulate such problems because the rotational mo-
tion destroys the topological relationship between grids. In naoe-FOAM- 
os-SJTU, the hull, background, and propeller mesh are independent of 
each other, so the relative motion between any mesh can be carried out 
without constraints. 

Before the simulation is performed, each grid is "marked" to deter-
mine its role in information transfer between overset domain and mesh, 
as shown in Fig. 1. The detailed principle can refer to Shen et al. (2015). 

The grid coordinate motion of the propeller is calculated by using Eq. 
(5): 

xn
ρrop=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

c+n2
1(1− c) n1n2(1− c)− n3s n1n1(1− c)+n2s

n1n2(1− c)+n3s c+n2
2(1− c) n2n3(1− c)− n1s

n1n3(1− c)− n2s n2n1(1− c)+n1s c+n2
3(1− c)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

(
x0

ρrop − pa

)
+pa

(5)  

Where c = cosα, s = sinα; n = (n1, n2, n3) is the unit vector through the 
propeller shaft, Pa is a point on the shaft of the propeller; x0

prop and xn
prop 

are the initial position and the position after the rotating of propeller 
mesh. When the propeller mesh rotates to the next time-step, the new 

Fig. 1. Background overset domain marking (longitudinal section).  

Fig. 2. Velocity and force of blade element.  
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Fig. 3. Gaussian projection scheme.  

Fig. 4. Diagram of the actuating points’ distribution.  

Fig. 5. Diagram of the propeller blade element.  

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the AAD-BEMT solver.  

Fig. 7. Flowchart of the AAD solver.  
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grid topological relationship is calculated by Domain Connectivity In-
formation (DCI) to solve the dynamic mesh problem of the propeller. 

2.2.2. AAD-BEMT body-force model 
BEMT is one of the iterative body-force models, which will iteratively 

calculate propeller load according to the inflow distribution. In this 
paper, the geometric AOA is used to calculate the hydrodynamic per-
formance of the blade element as shown in Fig. 2. 

In blade coordinates, the equation for calculating thrust and torque 
of blade element is: 

Fig. 8. Geometry of the KP505 propeller.  

Fig. 9. Geometry of the KCS ship.  

Fig. 10. Position of the KP505 propeller.  

Table 1 
Principal dimension of the KCS ship.  

Main particulars symbol Model scale Full scale 

Scale factor λ 31.6 – 
Length between perpendiculars Lpp(m) 7.2786 230 
Length of waterline LwL(m) 7.3576 232.5 
Maximum beam of waterline BwL(m) 1.019 32.2 
Draft T(m) 0.342 10.8 
Displacement Δ (m2) 1.649 52030 
Wetted area without rudder Aw(m2) 9.4376 9424 
Block coefficient CB(m) 0.6505 0.6505 
Longitudinal center of buoyancy, fwd+ LCB(%LPP) − 1.48 − 1.48 
Vertical center of gravity (from keel) KG(m) 0.230 7.28 
Moment of inertia Kyy/LPP 0.25 0.25  

Table 2 
Principal dimension of the KP505 propeller.  

Main particulars symbol Model scale Full scale 

Scale factor λ 31.6 – 
Diameter D(m) 0.25 7.9 
Mean pitch ratio Pmean/D 0.95 0.95 
Area ratio Ae/A0 0.800 0.800 
Hub ratio dh/D 0.180 0.180 
Number of blades Z 5 5 
Section profile – NACA66 NACA66  

Fig. 11. Computational domain of the discretized propeller model.  

Fig. 12. Computational domain of the body-force propeller model.  
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Fig. 13. Mesh refinement of propeller open-water test by different propel-
ler model. 

Fig. 14. Propeller boundary layer.  

Table 3 
The mesh number in different overset domain.   

background hull propeller 

mesh number (M) 0.71 0.82 1.48  

Fig. 15. Computational domain of the KCS ship resistance test.  

Fig. 16. Computational domain of the KCS ship self-propulsion test (body-force 
propeller model). 

Fig. 17. Computational domain of the KCS ship self-propulsion test (discretized 
propeller model). 
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Fig. 18. Mesh refinement of the ship resistance test and the ship self-propulsion test.  

Table 4 
Mesh convergence study of the KP505 body-force model open-water test.  

Case name ID Mesh size(M) KT Error (%) KQ Error (%) η Error (%) 

EFD  – 0.185 – 0.0311 – 0.665 – 
Coarse S1 0.22 0.176 − 4.86% 0.0301 − 3.22% 0.651 − 2.04% 
Medium S2 0.59 0.183 − 1.30% 0.0309 − 0.66% 0.658 − 0.99% 
Fine S3 1.51 0.185 0.22% 0.0312 0.33% 0.662 − 0.45% 
RG – – 0.4274 – 0.3863 – 0.5112 – 
PG – – 2.4525 – 2.7443 – 1.9363 – 
δRE(%SD) – – 1.1371 – 0.6226 – 0.5615 – 
UG(%SD) – – 1.9094 – 1.8678 – 1.6846 – 
Convergence type – – Monotonic – Monotonic – Monotonic –  
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U =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

V2
t + V2

a

√

(6)  

β= tan
Va

Vt
(7)  

α=ϕ − β (8)  

dFL =
1
2

ρCLU2crdr (9)  

dFD =
1
2

ρCDU2crdr (10)  

dFT = dFLT − dFDT , dFLT = dFL cos β, dFDT = dFD sin β (11)  

dFQ =(dFLQ + dFDQ)r, dFLQ = dFL sin β, dFDQ = dFD cos β (12)  

where Vt and Va are the axial and tangential effective inflow velocity, 
respectively. α is the geometric AOA, β is the hydrodynamic pitch Angle, 
φ is the blade element pitch angle, dFL and dFD is the blade element 
lifting/drag force, dFT and dFQ are the contribution of blade element to 
thrust and torque, dFLT, dFDT, dFLQ and dFDQ are the projections of lift-
ing/drag force in axial and tangential directions, respectively. 

To improve the accuracy of the BEMT propeller model, the accurate 
calculation of blade element force coefficient and AOA should be 
ensured. The force coefficient of the blade element can be calculated by 
discretized propeller model open-water CFD results, and the AAD is to 
ensure the accuracy of the calculation of AOA. The effective AOA under 

Table 5 
Mesh convergence study of the KP505 Discretized propeller model open-water test.  

Case name ID Mesh size(M) KT Error (%) KQ Error (%) η Error (%) 

EFD  – 0.185 – 0.0311 – 0.665 – 
Coarse S1 0.50 0.194 5.09% 0.0324 4.22% 0.668 0.49% 
Medium S2 1.22 0.184 − 0.27% 0.0311 − 0.11% 0.662 − 0.51% 
Fine S3 3.18 0.185 0.00% 0.0310 − 0.28% 0.665 − 0.06% 
RG – – − 0.0507 – 0.0403 – − 0.4455 – 
PG – – – – 9.2635 – – – 
δRE(%SD) – – – – − 0.0073 – – – 
UG(%SD) – – 2.6812 – 0.3414 – 0.5003 – 
Convergence type – – Oscillatory – Monotonic – Oscillatory –  

Table 6 
Mesh convergence study of the KCS model resistance test.  

Case name ID Mesh size(M) Cp Error (%) Cv Error (%) Ct Error (%) w Error (%) 

EFD  – 7.18E-04 – 2.83E-03 – 3.55E-03 – 0.686  
Coarse S1 0.60 7.83E-04 9.01% 2.84E-03 0.20% 3.62E-03 1.92% 0.648 − 5.54% 
Medium S2 1.53 7.26E-04 1.08% 2.75E-03 − 2.91% 3.47E-03 − 2.16% 0.668 − 2.62% 
Fine S3 3.80 7.23E-04 0.73% 2.81E-03 − 0.79% 3.53E-03 − 0.54% 0.674 − 1.75% 
RG – – 0.0444 – − 0.6828 – − 0.3972 – 0.2970 – 
PG – – 8.9879 – – – – – 3.5034 – 
δRE(%SD) – – − 0.0163 – – – – – 0.3664 – 
UG(%SD) – – 0.6877 – 1.5554 – 2.0421 – 1.3687 – 
Convergence type – – Monotonic – Oscillatory – Oscillatory – Monotonic –  

Table 7 
Time step convergence study of the KP505 Discretized propeller model open-water test.  

Case name ID Time- step(s) KT Error (%) KQ Error (%) η Error (%) 

EFD  – 0.185 – 0.0311 – 0.665 – 
Coarse S1 0.001 0.184 − 0.38% 0.0309 − 0.52% 0.664 − 0.21% 
Medium S2 0.0005 0.184 − 0.29% 0.0311 − 0.11% 0.662 − 0.52% 
Fine S3 0.00025 0.185 − 0.26% 0.0311 0.02% 0.661 − 0.62% 
RT – – 0.3712 – 0.3284 – 0.3141 – 
PT – – 1.4295 – 3.2133 – 3.3416 – 
δRE(%SD) – – 0.0202 – 0.0652 – − 0.0452 – 
UG(%SD) – – 0.0377 – 0.2945 – 0.2299 – 
Convergence type – – Monotonic – Monotonic – Monotonic –  

Table 8 
Time step convergence study of the KCS resistance test.  

Case name ID Time- step(s) Cp Error (%) Cv Error (%) Ct Error (%) w Error (%) 

EFD  – 7.18E-04 – 2.83E-03 – 3.55E-03 – 0.686  
Coarse S1 0.001 7.29E-04 1.55% 2.74E-03 − 3.11% 3.47E-03 − 2.22% 0.669 − 2.49% 
Medium S2 0.0005 7.27E-04 1.21% 2.76E-03 − 2.33% 3.49E-03 − 1.67% 0.669 − 2.48% 
Fine S3 0.00025 7.26E-04 1.14% 2.76E-03 − 2.34% 3.49E-03 − 1.69% 0.669 − 2.43% 
RG – – 0.2066 – − 0.0157 – − 0.0429 – 15.9354 – 
PG – – 2.2751 – – – – – – – 
δRE(%SD) – – − 0.0181 – – – – – – – 
UG(%SD) – – 0.0283 – − 0.3922 – − 0.2786 – − 0.0015 – 
Convergence type – – Monotonic – Oscillatory – Oscillatory – Oscillatory –  
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the action of airfoil and source term will be different, so this paper de-
fines the blade element performance by the geometric AOA, which needs 
to obtain the inflow velocity of the blade element. However, for non- 
uniform inflow conditions such as the behind-ship condition, the 
inflow of the propeller is unknown, and the body-force model can only 
input the flow field information in the action area. Therefore, it is 
necessary to deduce the inflow through the local velocity, that is, to 
establish the relationship between the local velocity and the inflow ve-
locity of the blade element under the action of the source term. 

In this paper, the actuating point represents the position of the 
propeller blade element. The blade load is obtained by the hydrody-
namic force calculation of the blade element, which is mapped to the 
grid of the computational domain via a certain projection function. Each 
actuating point has a spherical effective range. Fig. 3 shows the pro-
jection scheme of actuating point. The red area represents the target grid 
and its center, while the blue circle represents the effective actuating 
point and its effective range around the grid. When the center of the grid 
is within the effective range of an actuating point, the weight of the 
actuating point to the grid source item is calculated by the Gaussian 
projection function: 

ηε(d)=
1

ε3π3/2 exp

[

−

(
di

ε

)2
]

(13)  

where ε is the effective projection distance (ε = 0.01m in this study). The 
value of the source term in the center of the grid is the sum of the 
contributions from all the surrounding effective actuation points. 

The region of body-force is an envelope region formed by the pro-
jection region of a series of excitation points. In this paper, the distri-
bution of the actuating points is designed as a disc, corresponding to the 
large surface ratio of the marine propeller. The spacing of the actuating 
points is equal in the radial and circumferential directions. There is only 
one layer along the axial direction, as shown in Fig. 4. The position of the 
actuating point is constant relative to the hull during the calculation. 

Because of the difference between the airfoil and the source term on 
local velocity, the velocity relationship is obtained by using an AAD. 
AAD is a descriptive propeller body-force model, but it is not directly 
involved in the problem of flow field simulation study. It provides the 
information on the flow field under the action of the source term for the 
BEMT propeller model. In this way, the blade element can maintain the 
same accuracy as the descriptive body-force model. At the same time, 
the accuracy of the model and the ability to deal with complex problems 
can be guaranteed because the calculation of blade elements is not 
coupled with each other. 

The parameters used to record the relationship between local ve-
locity and inflow velocity of blade element should meet the following 
conditions: Firstly, for the same propeller with the same advance ratio, 
these parameters should be the same to meet the similarity law of the 

Fig. 19. Blade element force coefficient under the two sets of working conditions.  

Table 9 
Error of Cl/Cd interpolation.   

r’ = 0.22 r’ = 0.30 r’ = 0.39 r’ = 0.47 r’ = 0.55 r’ = 0.63 r’ = 0.71 r’ = 0.79 r’ = 0.88 r’ = 0.96 

J = 0.45 3.45% 3.24% 2.52% 2.01% 1.68% 1.46% 1.28% 1.07% 0.80% 0.09% 
J = 0.55 3.19% 3.26% 2.69% 2.21% 1.85% 1.58% 1.35% 1.12% 0.80% 0.01% 
J = 0.65 3.81% 3.92% 3.31% 2.79% 2.38% 2.07% 1.76% 1.48% 1.15% 0.33% 
J = 0.75 3.69% 3.95% 3.35% 2.81% 2.37% 2.01% 1.72% 1.42% 0.91% 0.03% 
J = 0.85 3.14% 3.80% 3.30% 2.34% 1.72% 1.23% 0.88% 0.51% 0.09% 0.75% 
J = 0.95 3.50% 3.45% 3.78% 1.69% 1.97% 1.46% 1.90% 1.51% 1.36% 0.19%  
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model. Secondly, the definition of parameters and the data sampling 
method should be simple, while the data sampling result should be 
uncontroversial. Thirdly, the corresponding relationship between pa-
rameters can be established to allow the flow velocity can be calculated 
according to the local velocity in solving process. Lastly, the model can 
iterate to a stable state according to the initial condition, and correctly 
simulate the load distribution of the propeller under corresponding 
working conditions. Based on this, the following dimensionless blade 
element velocity parameters are selected in this paper to represent the 
velocity relationship: 

V ′

a =
Va

nD
(14)  

V ′

t =
Vt

Vx
(15)  

V ′

x =
Vx

nD
(16)  

V ′

θ =
Vθ

Vx
(17) 

For condition 1, due to geometric similarity, the velocity ratios of any 
two points in the flow field in any direction are the same value for the 
same advance ratio. Therefore, V/Vx, Vt/Vx and Vθ/Vx do not change 
with the advance velocity coefficient, that is, the selected parameters 
meet the similarity law. 

For condition 2, since the open-water flow field of the AAD is cir-
cumferentially uniform, the local velocity of the blade element can be 
obtained from the position of the actuating point by flow field interpo-
lation, as shown in Fig. 4. This method avoids the complexity of 
obtaining local velocity from discretized propeller model. 

For condition 3, the data collection of the AAD was based on open- 
water simulations with different advance ratios. Velocity sampling re-
sults obtained from the AAD are arranged into the following vector form: 

V′

a =
[
V

′

a,AAD,1,V
′

a,AAD,2, ...V
′

a,AAD,i

]
(18)  

V′

x(r
′

) =
[
V

′

x,AAD,1(r
′

),V
′

x,AAD,2(r
′

), ...V
′

x,AAD,i(r
′

)
]

(19)  

V′

t(r
′

) =
[
V ′

t,AAD,1(r
′

),V ′

t,AAD,2(r
′

), ...V ′

t,AAD,i(r
′

)
]

(20) 

Fig. 20. Comparation of local flow field in propeller plane of the AAD and the discretized propeller model.  
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V′

θ(r
′

) =
[
V ′

θ,AAD,1(r
′

),V
′

θ,AAD,2(r
′

), ...V
′

θ,AAD,i(r
′

)
]

(21)  

where the subscript AAD indicates that the variable is the velocity field 
data sampled from AAD, the subscripts 1~i are the results of the ith 
simulation, and the variable r’ represents different radial positions, 
which also represents different blade elements. 

Since propeller diameter D and propeller speed n at each time-step 
are determined before each iteration of body-force, axial and tangen-
tial inflow velocity can be calculated by reading the local velocity of the 
flow field in each time-step: 

V ′

a=f
(
V′

a,V
′

x,V
′

x,r
′)
=V′

a,i− 1×
V ′

x − V′

x(r
′

)i

V′

x(r
′
)i− 1 − V′

x(r
′
)i
+V′

a×
V ′

x − V′

x(r
′

)i− 1

V′

x(r
′
)i − V′

x(r
′
)i− 1

,V ′

x

∈
[
V′

x(r
′

)i− 1,V
′

x(r
′

)i

]

(22)  

V ′

t =f
(
V′

t,V
′

θ,V
′

θ,r
′)
=V′

t,i− 1×
V ′

θ − V′

θ(r
′

)i

V′

θ(r
′
)i− 1 − V′

θ(r
′
)i
+V′

t×
V ′

θ − V′

θ(r
′

)i− 1

V′

θ(r
′
)i − V′

θ(r
′
)i− 1

,V ′

θ

∈
[
V′

θ(r
′

)i− 1,V
′

θ(r
′

)i

]

(23) 

For condition 4, it can be proved that the body-force can converge to 
the correct load distribution state in the subsequent open-water test. 

For the calculation of the force coefficient, this paper obtained the 
load distribution of the three-dimensional blade element through the 
CFD open-water test of the propeller and then divided the blade element 
into 10 parts to calculate the force coefficient, as shown in Fig. 5. The 
idea is the same as Feng et al. (2020a,b). Because the traditional force 

coefficient fitting formula is derived based on potential flow theory and 
many unverified assumptions are applied, the data are transferred 
through piecewise linear interpolation. 

The solver in this paper uses the PIMPLE method to decouple the 
velocity field from the pressure field. Here, the explicit method is 
applied to solve the body-force, that is, in each time-step, the velocity 
field of the previous time-step is first used to solve the velocity field, and 
then the current time-step velocity field is used to calculate the body- 
force field. The body-force distribution of the AAD does not change 
during iteration, while for the BEMT solver, the force iterates with the 
change of the inflow velocity of the blade element. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show 
the flowcharts of the AAD and the AAD-BEMT solver. 

2.2.3. HO body-force model 
For the descriptive body-force method, the distribution of the body- 

force force is treated as a function of the radius. Hough and Ordway 
(1965) first proposed the calculation method of propeller load distri-
bution based on potential flow theory. To establish the HO model, only 
the torque coefficient and thrust coefficient of the propeller need to be 
provided, and the calculations are given as: 

fb,x =
ρU2

Lpp
Axr∗

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − r∗

√
(24)  

fb,θ =
ρU2

Lpp
Aθ

r∗
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − r∗

√

(1 − YH)r∗ + YH
(25)  

r∗ =
r − RH

RP − RH
(26) 

Fig. 21. Comparison of blade element local axial velocity obtained by the AAD and the discretized propeller models.  
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YH =
RH

RP
(27)  

Ax =
Ct

Δx∗
105

16(4 + 3YH)(1 − YH)
(28)  

Aθ =
KQ

J2Δx∗
105

π(4 + 3YH)(1 − YH)
(29)  Ct = 32n2R2

pKT

/
πU2 (30)  

where fb,x and fb,θ are the thrust and the torque load per unit volume, 
respectively, n the propeller rotation speed, r the radial position, RP and 

Fig. 22. Blade element velocity parameters in different advance ratios.  

Fig. 23. Comparison of the KP505 propeller open-water curve based on the 
experiment and different propeller models. 

Fig. 24. The error of the discretized propeller model relative to the experiment.  

Fig. 25. The error of different body-force propeller model relative to the dis-
cretized propeller model. 
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RH indicate the propeller tip radius and the hub radius, respectively. YH 
is the hub diameter ratio, Lpp the length between perpendiculars and 
Δx* = Δx/Lpp is the dimensionless propeller thickness. In this study, the 
body-force distribution per unit thickness is applied to calculate the load 
at the actuating point. J is the velocity coefficient, U is the inflow ve-
locity respectively. KT and KQ are the thrust coefficient and the torque 
coefficient, which are calculated from the open-water curve. Since the 
propeller inflow is unknown under the behind-hull condition, U is 
determined by ship speed and wake fraction obtained from the 
experiment. 

3. Computational overviews 

3.1. Geometry 

In this paper, the KCS ship and the KP505 propeller are selected for 
the self-propulsion simulation at model scale. Experimental data on the 
KCS ship can be found from the Tokyo 2005 CFD Workshop (Hino, 
2005). Computational models for open-water test, ship resistance test, 
and ship self-propulsion test are shown in Fig. 8-Fig. 10. The propeller 
geometry in the ship self-propulsion test is the same as the model in the 
propeller open-water test. Table 1 and Table 2 show the principal 
dimension of the model (see Fig. 9). 

3.2. Propeller open-water test 

The simulation case of the propeller open-water test includes 

discretized propeller model case and body-force model case. DP case and 
AAD-BEMT case use the same set of computing grids. The computational 
domain is a rectangular column with the width and height of 5D and the 
length of 8D, where the inflow section is 3D. These distances can ensure 
that the flow field is not affected by the boundary effect. The fluid ve-
locity at the inlet and cylindrical boundary are inflow velocities to 
simulate the undisturbed condition in the far-field, as shown in Fig. 11 
and Fig. 12. The body-force model and the discretized propeller model 
have the same open-water test grid refinement characteristics, as shown 
in Fig. 13. 

The blocking effect of the hub is considered in the simulation of the 
body-force model. The body-force is projected at the position of the 
original blade plane. The thickness spans 6 grids and 15 grids in the 
radial direction. The Gaussian distance determines the thickness of the 
projected area, and subsequent studies show that the Gaussian distance 
set in this paper can make the body-force model take the place of the 
discretized propeller to simulate momentum transport. 

Discretized propeller model uses overset grid technology, and pro-
peller mesh rotates around the propeller shaft at propeller speed. To 
capture the viscous effect of the blade wall, the boundary layer setting is 
essential. The propeller boundary layer needs to reach a certain thick-
ness to capture the large gradient flow near the wall. OpenFOAM sets the 
wall function of ω (Moukalled et al., 2016). For the k-ω SST turbulence 
model, the height of the first-layer grid should not be too small. 
Otherwise, to make the grid transition to the size of the far field, a higher 
grid growth rate or unacceptable boundary layer number are needed, 
which will greatly reduce the grid quality. Finally, y0.7R+ is set to 50, as 

Fig. 26. Convergence process of the AAD-BEMT model.  

Fig. 27. Comparison of propeller load distributions between the discretized model and the AAD-BEMT model.  
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shown in Fig. 14, which can ensure the accuracy of the torque calcula-
tion results that greatly affected by the viscous effect. 

Due to the time-average consideration of the body-force model, the 
open-water test based on the body-force model is suitable for the steady- 
state simulation, while the open-water test based on the discretized 
propeller model adopts the transient simulation. 

3.3. Ship resistance and self-propulsion test 

Ship model test includes ship resistance test, body-force model self- 
propulsion test, and discretized propeller model self-propulsion test. 
The discretized propeller model self-propulsion test use overset mesh 
technology which is suitable for simulating the interaction of multiple 
complex structures. Table 3 shows the mesh number in each mesh 
region. 

In each simulation case, the ship is taken as the reference coordinate 
system, and the fluid velocity at the bottom, inlet, and both sides of the 

boundary is the ship velocity. The boundaries are far enough away from 
the hull that the flow field will not be affected by the waves reflected 
from the boundary, as shown in Fig. 15-Fig. 17 (see Fig. 16). 

Discretized propeller model is used in the discretized propeller self- 
propulsion test. The propeller hub is considered in the body-force 
model self-propulsion test, and the position of the blade is the body- 
force distribution region. The resistance test and body-force model 
self-propulsion test use the same calculate mesh. 

In the body-force model self-propulsion test and the discretized 
propeller model self-propulsion test, the grid distribution of other po-
sitions is the same except for the propeller mesh, as shown in Fig. 18. 

The hull mesh and the propeller mesh are generated separately, and 
the propeller mesh rotates around the shaft according to the preset 
propeller rotating speed. The purpose of setting the clearance between 
the hull and the propeller is to provide enough fringe grid for the pro-
peller mesh. The heave and pitch of the hull are not considered in the 
self-propulsion test, which is the same as the experimental setup. Similar 

Fig. 28. Comparison of propeller wake between the discretized model and the AAD-BEMT model.  
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Fig. 29. Comparison of bare hull wakes between the EFD and CFD methods in different slices.  

Fig. 30. Comparison of wave heights at different longitudinal sections between 
the CFD and EFD models. 

Fig. 31. Comparison of wave height at the ship hull surface.  

Fig. 32. Force imbalance at different propeller rotation speeds.  
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to the open-water test, steady-state and transient simulations are used in 
the ship model self-propulsion test based on the body-force model and 
the discretized propeller model, respectively. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. CFD validation 

Validation and Verification study is carried out to ensure the validity 
of the simulation parameter settings (Stern et al., 2001; Xing and Stern, 
2010). To ensure the validity of the calculated results, the validation and 
verification of propeller open-water test and ship model resistance test 
are studied. The key parameters of validation and verification include 
the error, convergence and uncertainty. For numerical simulation, the 
most important parameters are the grid size and time-step. The error is 
defined as follows: 

E=D − S (31)  

where D is the result of the physical experiment, and S is the error of 

Fig. 33. Thrust convergence process in the self-propulsion test.  

Table 10 
KCS ship self-propulsion factor.   

symbol Experiment AAD-BEMT Error DP Error HO Error 

Resistance coefficient CT 3.94E-03 3.86E-03 − 1.99% 3.89E-03 − 1.13% 3.63E-03 − 7.98% 
Thrust coefficient KT 0.170 0.167 − 1.70% 0.169 − 0.71% 0.183 7.43% 
Torque coefficient KQ 0.0288 0.0285 − 1.17% 0.0287 − 0.27% 0.0322 11.76% 
Thrust deduction 1-t 0.853 0.844 − 1.05% 0.834 − 2.18% 0.933 9.32% 
Effective wake coefficient 1-wt 0.792 0.789 − 0.44% 0.794 0.20% 0.686 − 13.38% 
Open-water efficiency η0 0.682 0.689 1.01% 0.686 0.64% 0.637 − 6.66% 
Relative rotative efficiency ηR 1.011 1.009 − 0.21% 1.008 − 0.27% 0.956 − 5.40% 
Advance ratio J 0.728 0.737 1.27% 0.734 0.80% 0.705 − 3.17% 
Rate of revolution n 9.500 9.395 − 1.11% 9.41 − 0.93% 8.550 − 10.00%  

Fig. 34. Ship wake distribution obtained by the EFD and different CFD propeller models (x/Lpp = 0.9911).  
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numerical calculation. 
For the convergence analysis of grid size and time-step, according to 

the advice of International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC), three sim-
ulations with different parameter configurations are required. The three 
simulations correspond to fine, coarse, and medium parameters 
respectively. Si is used to represent their calculation results, then the 
convergence ratio can be expressed as: 

R=
ε11

ε32
=

S2 − S1

S3 − S2
(32) 

Different RG correspond to different convergence forms: 
Monotonic: 0< R < 1; 
Oscillatory: R < 0; 
Divergence: R > 1; 
For monotonic convergence conditions, the uncertainty can be 

calculated based on the Richardson Extrapolation (RE). First, the error 
estimate is: 

δ RE =
ε21

rPRE − 1
(33)  

where r represents the refinement ratio. PRE is the estimated order of 
accuracy, as follows: 

P RE =
ln(ε32/ε21)

ln(r)
(34) 

In addition, the correction coefficient is: 

C=
rPRE − 1
rPGest − 1

(35)  

where PGest represents the estimate for the limiting order. According to 
Stern’s paper, PGest = 2 (Naz, 2014) is used in the current studies. 

Finally, the uncertainty conforming to monotone convergence is: 

U =

{
[9.61 − )

2
+ 1.1|δRE|, 0.875 < C < 1.125

[2|1 − C| + 1]|δRE|, 0 < C ≤ 0.875 or C ≥ 1.125
(36) 

For oscillatory convergence, the uncertainty is calculated by the 
following formula: 

U =
S3 − S2

2
(37) 

The validation and verification analysis will be performed using the 
propeller open-water test at J = 0.7 and the ship model resistance test at 
Fr = 0.26. The refinement ratio of grid and time-step are 

̅̅̅
2

√
and 2. The 

determined parameters will be used to select the time-step and mesh size 
of the self-propulsion simulation. Because the body-force model is 
steady-state, the convergence of time-step of the body-force model is not 
discussed. The experimental results in the validation and verification 
refer to the experimental report published by Tokyo 2005) (Hino, 2005). 

The validation and verification results are shown in Tables 4–8, 
which includes results of Experimental Fluid Dynamics (EFD). In the 
mesh convergence study of the body-force model, the thrust coefficient 
and the open-water efficiency show oscillation convergence, while the 
other open-water test results show monotone convergence. Compared 
with the experimental results, the uncertainty of all the calculated re-
sults is less than 2.7%, and the error of the calculation example corre-
sponding to the medium configuration parameters is less than 1.3%. The 
convergence speed of the body-force model is faster and smoother than 
that of the discretized propeller. The following propeller mesh is based 
on the medium grid size configuration. The mesh convergence of the 
body-force model shows that the current velocity sampling method does 
not depend on the mesh size. 

At the same time, the errors of the total resistance coefficient and the 

Fig. 35. Comparison of ship wake distributions in different slices.  
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wake fraction of the KCS ship are within 2.2% and 2.7% under medium 
grid conditions, and the grid convergence of pressure resistance and 
total resistance is oscillatory convergence, while that of friction resis-
tance and wake fraction is monotone convergence. The chosen time- 
steps in this work have little influence on the resistance calculation of 
the KCS ship. The errors of total resistance and wake fraction under 
medium time-step are 1.67% and 2.48%. The friction resistance is 
monotonic convergence, and the other resistance parameters are oscil-
lation convergence. 

Considering the accuracy of calculation and resource consumption, 
the middle mesh size and time-step have been chosen to carry out the 
simulation. For the self-propulsion test, the grid distribution of hull and 
background field is the same as that in the ship resistance test, while the 
propeller grid and time-step are set according to the discretized pro-
peller open-water test. 

4.2. Propeller open-water test 

The propeller speed is set to 9.5 r/s in the open-water test, which is 
the same as the ship model self-propulsion test. To verify the application 
of the piecewise linear interpolation method in the expression of blade 
element force coefficient, two series of discretized propeller cases are set 
up. Series 1 is 0.4–1.0 with seven cases, and series 2 is 0.45–0.95 with six 
cases. Fig. 19 shows the results of blade element force coefficient under 
two sets of working conditions. The prediction errors of series 2 by linear 
piecewise interpolation are all within 4.0% as reported in Table 9. Due 
to the small second derivative of the force coefficient curve before stall, 
most interpolation methods are suitable for airfoil data. 

In the subsequent sections, the results of the series 1 discretized 
propeller open-water test are used for providing the data for the AAD- 
BEMT body-force model. Seven cases of AAD open-water simulation 
corresponding to Series 1 are conducted for velocity sampling. The ve-
locity distribution of the propeller plane is shown in Fig. 20, and it can 
be found that the local velocity of the discretized propeller is higher than 
that of AAD in a large area. 

Fig. 21 shows the comparison of local velocity distribution at the 
propeller plane between the AAD and the discretized propeller. The data 
of AAD is the velocity at the actuating point in the flow field, while the 
data of discretized propeller is calculated using the average velocity in 
the circumferential annular region corresponding to the blade element. 
It can be found that the distribution of the local velocity is quite 
different, indicating that the mean value of the flow field of the 

Fig. 36. Comparison of vorticity structures produced by different propeller models.  

Table 11 
Computational resource of different tests.  

Test conditions Propeller 
model 

Processors Iteration 
step 

Calculation time 
(wall clock time) 

Propeller open- 
water test 

AAD-BEMT 20 1000 1.72h 
DP 20 2000 19h 

Ship self- 
propulsion 
test 

AAD-BEMT 40 3000 14.2h 
DP 40 6000 147h  
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discretized propeller cannot be used directly to model source items. 
Fig. 22 shows the relationship between velocity parameters and 

advance ratios in ten different radial positions. The data was calculated 
and sampled by AAD. Since they are monotone functions, the corre-
sponding relationship can be calculated by piecewise linear 
interpolation. 

Finally, the open-water tests based on AAD-BEMT body-force model 
is carried out using the blade element velocity relationship and force 
coefficient information obtained. In this simulation, the body-force 
model needs to iterate from the initial condition which velocity is the 
incoming flow to the induced velocity field under the action of propeller. 
Fig. 23 shows the comparison between numerical and experimental 
results of open-water curves. It can be found that the trend of propeller 
open-water performance data predicted by each model is consistent. 
Since the total load of the descriptive body-force model is the experi-
mental value itself, it is not listed separately. In order to quantify the 
calculation accuracy of the discretized propeller, Fig. 24 shows the open- 
water error of the discretized propeller model relative to the experiment. 
The thrust error is within 1.5%, while the torque error is within 2.0%, 
which proves the reliability of CFD results of discretized propellers. 
Since the body-force model is used to replace the discretized propeller 
model, the open-water error of the body-force model relative to the 
discretized propeller is investigated, as shown in Fig. 25. The data in Yu 
et al. (2021) were used for comparison. It can be found that due to the 
use of the piecewise linear interpolation fitting method and the 
improvement of the calculation method of the Angle of Attack, the error 
of AAD-BEMT model is controlled at low and high advance ratios, and 
the errors at each advance ratio are all within 1%. 

Fig. 26 shows the iterative process of the thrust and the torque of the 
body-force model at each advance ratio, and the black dotted line rep-
resents the result of the discretized propeller. Fig. 27 shows the com-
parison between the load distribution of the body-force model and the 
discretized propeller model, which shows a high agreement. It is shown 
that the body-force model can iterate from the initial conditions to the 
expected steady-state of the flow field, and it is proved that the velocity 
parameters used to calculate the Angle of Attack by the AAD-BEMT 
model meet the four conditions proposed above. 

To demonstrate the effect of the AAD-BEMT body-force model on the 
simulation of propeller momentum transport, three sampling lines par-
allel to the propeller plane are set downstream. The length is the 
diameter of the propeller. Each sampling line intersected with the pro-
peller shaft and one hundred sampling points are evenly distributed on 
it. The velocity information at the sampling point is recorded. For the 
discretized propeller model, as the flow field is unsteady, the data of 
each sampling point is the average value of 50 moments within one 
rotation of the propeller. Fig. 28 shows the velocity distribution of the 
flow field obtained from the sampling line under the action of the body- 
force model and the discretized propeller. It can be found that the axial 
velocity distribution of the wake of the discretized propeller is consistent 
with that of the body-force model, which proves that the body-force 
model can simulate the downstream momentum transport. 

4.3. Ship resistance test 

The purpose of ship resistance test simulation is to confirm the ac-
curacy of the discretized hull and to save time by provide an initial 
condition close to the convergence state of self-propulsion. The simu-
lated condition is set to Fr = 0.26 which is the same as the experiment. 
To obtain the initial conditions of the self-propulsion, the freedom of 
heave and pitch is not considered in the resistance test. The accuracy of 
total resistance and wake fraction has been discussed in the convergence 
of calculation parameters. Fig. 29 shows the velocity field at the pro-
peller plane. It can be found that the non-uniformity of wake on pro-
peller plane is caused by the shear effect and block effect of the hull 
surface. The experimental values of the data are also given here. It can 
be found that the two groups of data are in good agreement. 

Fig. 30 and Fig. 31 show the ship wave pattern at Fr = 0.26 of three 
longitudinal sections in the flow field and ship surface. CFD and EFD 
represent the results of simulation and experiment respectively. It can be 
found that the simulation results of the free surface near the hull are 
consistent with the experimental results. 

4.4. Ship self-propulsion test 

The working condition of self-propulsion test is Fr = 0.26, without 
considering the heave and pitch motions. The propeller models used in 
the self-propulsion test include discretized propeller model, HO model, 
and AAD-BEMT body-force model. In order to deal with the scale effects 
of real ship Friction and ship model Friction, Skin Friction Correction 
(SFC) needs to be set. In the experiment, SFC was set as 30.25N (Hino, 
2005). In the self-propulsion test, it is necessary to adjust the propeller 
rotation speed to achieve a balance between propeller thrust and hull 
resistance. This paper completes the determination of propeller rotation 
speed based on the interpolation method proposed by ITTC (2014). The 
force imbalance is defined as: 

Fimblance = T + SFC − RT (38)  

where Fimblance is the force imbalance, T is the propeller thrust and RT is 
the total ship resistance. 

Through the data of force imbalance at different rotation speeds, the 
target rotation speed when the force unbalance is near zero can be ob-
tained by interpolation method. The force imbalance of different pro-
peller models at different rotation speeds is shown in Fig. 32. Finally, at 
the selected rotation speed, the force imbalance is less than 1% of the 
resistance (0.02% for discretized model, 0.05% for the AAD-BEMT 
model and 0.16% for the HO model), which meets the requirements of 
ITTC (2014). 

Fig. 33 shows the convergence process of propeller thrust under the 
action of the discretized propeller and the body-force model. The ab-
scissa is the dimensionless iterative step: 

i
′

=
i

Itotal
(39)  

where i’ is the dimensionless iterative step, Itotal is the total iteration 
steps of simulation and i is the iterative step. 

Since the HO model adopts the one-time input of propeller load, the 
thrust force does not change with the flow field iteration. It can be seen 
that the convergence speed of the AAD-BEMT body-force model is faster 
than that of the discretized propeller. At the same time, the propeller 
inflow is no longer circumferential because of the disturbance from the 
hull, which makes the load fluctuation appear when the propeller blade 
passes through a specific position. The body-force model based on the 
time-homogeneity assumption is more stable after the thrust converges. 
There is a large gap between the HO model thrust and the discretized 
propeller, because the HO model cannot accurately simulate the thrust 
reduction caused to the hull, so the thrust is low when the force is 
balanced. 

The calculation results of self-propulsion factors of different pro-
peller models are shown in Table 10. The calculation results of self- 
propulsion factors show that the simulation results of discretized pro-
pellers are the best, in which the errors of resistance coefficient and 
thrust coefficient are − 1.13% and − 0.71% respectively. The errors of 
the AAD-BEMT body-force model are − 1.99% and − 1.70%. The error of 
the HO model is the largest, and the error of the resistance and the thrust 
are − 7.98% and − 7.22% respectively. The result of the error is expected 
because the discretized propeller considers the most flow details. At the 
same time, the HO model ignores the circumferential asymmetry of 
propeller load, while the AAD-BEMT model considers the influence of 
un-uniform inflow on propeller load distribution, which has higher ac-
curacy in calculating the self-propulsion factor. 

Fig. 34 is the downstream flow field of the propeller. The discretized 
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propeller is in good agreement with the AAD-BEMT body-force model, 
while the HO model fails to fully simulate the asymmetry of wake flow. 
This is due to the hull’s blocking effect on tangential flow, which will 
lead to the redistribution of propeller load, and the descriptive body- 
force model cannot respond to this effect. The wake distribution char-
acteristics of the AAD-BEMT body-force model are consistent with those 
of discretized propeller. For quantitative comparison, Fig. 34 shows the 
axial velocity distribution of wake at different heights. The results of 
quantitative comparison support the above viewpoint, that is, by prop-
erly processing the data accuracy of the AOA and force coefficient, the 
AAD-BEMT model can reflect the fluid momentum transport around the 
discretized propeller model while reducing the computational cost (see 
Fig. 35). 

Vorticity structures under different propeller models are reported in 
Fig. 36, where the definition of vorticity uses the third generation of 
vortex identification methods: Liutex criterion (Liu et al., 2019). The 
vortex iso-surface corresponding to Ω̃R = 0.52. The reason for the 
emergence of tip vortex is that the pressure gradient before and after the 
propeller makes the fluid near the tip flow back from pressure-side to 
suction-side, so the intensity of the tip vortex is related to the pressure 
gradient. For the DP model, the pressure gradient occurs on the surface 
of blades, and there is no obvious pressure gradient in the gap between 
the blades. Therefore, the tip vortex are concentrated in the tip and 
migrate downward with the wake, forming five independent spiral 
structures. However, for the body-force model, the pressure gradient 
occurs in the whole propeller plane, so the tip vortex appears a contin-
uous ring structure. At the same time, the pressure force per unit area is 
smaller for the body-force model, so the tip vortex intensity is weaker 
than that of the DP model. In addition, the unclosed spiral vortex system 
is also easier to maintain its own structure during the migration than the 
closed ring vortex system. The above reasons lead to the rapid dissipa-
tion of the body-force model’s tip vortex structure. Because the thrust 
estimated by the HO model is small, the intensity of the tip vortex is 
smaller and the dissipation is more quickly than that of the AAD-BEMT 
model. At the same time, because the AAD-BEMT model simulates the 
asymmetric phenomenon of the wake, the axial length of the vortex 
structure on the starboard side is longer than that on the port side, which 
is not significantly different on both sides of the HO model. The above 
analysis also illustrates that the flow field under the action of the dis-
cretized propeller has richer evolution details, so more computing re-
sources are consumed to ensure the accuracy of the simulation. 

4.5. Computational cost 

The examples in this paper are all carried out with self-developed 
body force models and discretized propeller model in OpenFOAM, and 
the relevant work is carried out on the High Performance Computing 
(HPC) cluster center in Computational Marine Hydrodynamics Lab 
(CMHL). Each node has 2 CPUs with 20 cores and 64 GB accessible 
memory (Intel Xeon E5-2680v2 @2.8 GHz). Among them, 20 processes 
are used in each propeller open-water test. For a single working condi-
tion, the iteration step of the AAD-BEMT body-force model is 1000, and 
the calculation time is 1.72h of wall clock time. The iterative steps of the 
discretized propeller model are 2000, and the calculation time is 19h of 
wall clock time. 40 processes are used in ship resistance test and ship 
self-propulsion test. The iterative step of the self-propulsion test of dis-
cretized propeller model is 6000, and the calculation time is 147 h of 
wall clock time per working condition, while the case of the AAD-BEMT 
body-force model is 3000, and the calculation time is 14.2h of wall clock 
time, as shown in Table 11. The above data shows that the AAD-BEMT 
body-force model has its application value in saving computing re-
sources and at the same time ensuring accuracy. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a method to obtain the Angle of Attack (AOA) of marine 
propeller blade element based on Agent Actuating Disk (AAD) is pro-
posed and applied to the application of the Blade Element Momentum 
Theory (BEMT) body-force model in both propeller open-water test and 
ship self-propulsion test simulation. For the propeller open-water test 
simulation, the results show that the discretized propeller model is 
consistent with the experimental data. The comparison between the 
results of the AAD-BEMT body-force model and those of the discretized 
propeller model shows that the thrust, torque, load distribution, and 
wake evolution of the AAD-BEMT body-force model are in good agree-
ment with the discretized propeller model, which means that the three- 
dimensional hydrodynamic information of the discretized propeller is 
accurately reflected in the blade element model of AAD-BEMT method. 

For the ship self-propulsion test simulation, AAD-BEMT body-force 
model, HO body-force model, and discretized propeller model are car-
ried out respectively. The results show that the HO model cannot 
accurately simulate the characteristics of wake evolution since it does 
not consider the redistribution of the propeller load in ship-behind 
conditions. The prediction results of the AAD-BEMT model are in good 
agreement with that of the discretized propeller model, indicating that 
the proposed body-force model can simulate the momentum transport of 
the discretized propeller under un-uniform inflow conditions. The self- 
propulsion factors are all well predicted with errors within 2%, illus-
trating that the thrust reduction caused by the AAD-BEMT body-force 
model and the uneven inflow effect caused by the hull to the propeller 
are in good agreement with the discretized propeller. 

The present work shows that by properly dealing with blade element 
force coefficient and the accuracy of the AOA of BEMT, the blade 
element can keep the accuracy of discretized propeller model in a wide 
range of advance ratios. At the same time, through this kind of data 
processing, the dish-shaped and mutually independent blade element 
actuating points can replace the discretized propeller to carry out ship 
self-propulsion test simulation. However, it is important to realize that 
the AAD-BEMT model cannot simulate the pulsation effect of the blade 
continuously sweeping across the stern, which results in the disability of 
simulating the interaction between the periodic flow structures gener-
ated by DP model with other small-scale components. At the same time, 
the AAD-BEMT model is only for the blade, and the rotation of the hub is 
not considered. The above problems will affect the accuracy of the flow 
field simulation around the propeller, so the applicability of the AAD- 
BEMT model with complex appendages, such as hull-propeller-rudder 
system, remains to be proved. Future work will focus on the perfor-
mance of the improved BEMT method in predicting ship maneuver-
ability problems with complex hull-propeller-rudder interactions. 
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